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Abstract
This article suggest Transport Telematic Services (TTSs) to facilitate the realization of
Intelligent Truck Parking (ITP) concept i.e. ITP core services e.g. a service that can support
real time reservation of truck parking space using for instance mobile phone messaging
capabilities. We consider ITP to include the collection, processing and delivery of information
about Truck Parking Areas (TPAs) that may take place during the planning and execution of
transportation services. A key feature for ITP core services is to achieve efficient information
exchange related to TPA so as to improve the overall performance of the transport system. We
suggest core services seen to have a potential for achieving ITP. Our suggestions are based on
studying “what” kind of information exchanges among TPA stakeholders “when” and
“where” the information is exchanged in relation to transport related challenges that are
addressed with such information. Hence we suggest Truck Parking facility Utilization (TPU),
Goods and Vehicle Safety assurance information (GVS), Parking Location Guidance (PLG)
and Parking Reservation (PAR), as ITP core services.
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Introduction
Intelligent Truck Parking (ITP) has the potential to achieve efficient information
exchange related to Truck Parking Areas (TAPs) so as to improve the overall performance of
the transport system [1,2,3,13]. This article suggest Transport Telematic Services (TTSs) to
facilitate the realization of Intelligent Truck Parking (ITP) concept i.e. ITP core services e.g. a
service that can support real time reservation of parking space using for instance mobile
phone messaging capabilities. ITP core services are TTSs that support efficient exchange of
information among TPA operators, back office operators and truck drivers etc with a focus on
specific needs for different stakeholders. This information exchange is already the base for
achieving today’s parking solutions e.g. through phone calls, electronic road signs etc.
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In the EU directive 2010/40/EU, laying the framework for Intelligent Transport
Systems (ITS) deployment in road transport, ITP is considered to be one key area with
emphasis on the provision of information and reservation services for safe and secure parking
places for trucks and facilitation of the electronic data exchange between road parking sites,
centers and vehicles [1,3]. In the national ITS action plan for Sweden, terminal and secured
parking is considered as a specific focus area under goods transport [2]. The East West
Transport corridor project [4] addresses strategies for realizing ITP in the context of a
transport corridor (south Sweden) raising the need to deploy parking reservation services.
The European project, LABEL, suggests levels of classification of the truck parking
service mainly according to the level of available facilities such as lavatories, restaurants etc
[5]. Similarly this article addresses ITP in the context of information management associated
to TPAs, and then suggests the core TTSs to help address specific needs of stakeholders. If we
identify “what” information is being exchanged, when” and “where”, the overall accuracy
and efficiency of the information exchange can be improved with the capabilities of present
day telematic systems. Our view is that ITP aims to support the management (collection,
processing and delivery) of information from a complete journey (network context)
perspective i.e. combining planning (e.g. back office), operations (e.g. driving) and future
activity (e.g. reservation) information. To realize these tasks, information (available today on
road signs, electronic displays) about TPAs needs to be (processed and) channeled to
stakeholders such as drivers via communication networks to mobile devices such as smart
phones, and on board units. Conversely, drivers can communicate their parking needs to TPA
operators. Information about changes during the journey e.g. traffic flow speed, delays, and
also at parking e.g. occupancy rate, can be exchange between stakeholders.
The work presented here extend earlier work done in the East West Transport
Corridor II project [4, 8] and other previous work [6,7]. The premise for achieving the
proposed services is that processing of service information will be achieved within digital
environments such as desktop, on-board unit or mobile phone with wireless enabled
communication capabilities. Each ITP core service should address {what, when and where}
for both input/output attributes identifying the type of information, when the information is
needed/provided and where the information is located/delivered. To facilitate implementation
design, analysis of ITP core service functions are identified for computing attributes (B levels)
to outputs (A levels) based on inputs entities. The B and A level entities are interconnected in
tree-like structures (see Appendix) using ANDs (black circles) for complementary
requirements and ORs (empty circles) for alternative choices. The decomposition to tree-like
structures can help in analysis e.g. of the service design to eliminate redundant inputs and
functions. Proposed ITP core services includes Truck parking facility utilization (TPU),
Goods and vehicle safety assurance information (GVS), Parking Location Guidance (PLG)
and Parking reservation (PAR).
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The Concept of Intelligent Truck Parking and Core Services
We propose a concept for ITP inspired by the specification of directive 2010/40/EU and work
done in the EasyWay project [3, 9]. The concept focuses on; 1) gathering of information
related to infrastructure statues e.g. from national road database, 2) processing information
e.g. aggregation and extraction of useful information and 3) exchanging/sharing information
between stakeholders e.g. road users, drivers and parking lot operators.
To identify a core service we proceed thus: 1) Identify a key challenges related to TPA, 2)
identify “what” type of information is exchanged/shared among stakeholders to address the
challenge above 3) identify “where/when” the information is being generated 4) identify what
is necessary to generate that information. After all this is completed depending on the
available tools that can handle “how” the above processes are taking place it may be possible
to suggest a candidate ITP core service. An ITP core service may require more than one input,
produce more than one output and may be directed to more than one stakeholder or other
systems. Other criteria such as the potential for affordable technologies, business case, may be
used to narrow down to more concrete and practical ITP core services from many possible
combinations. Figure 1 below summarises the process described above.
INPUTS
where/when

OUTPUTS
where/when

what

what

STAKEHOLDERS
who/when

IE
O
IE

O
IE

Information feedback may equally lead to another ITP core service

Figure 1: modeling process for identifying ITP core services

As an example, consider the key challenge; “need to know and have access to a parking space
in the next two hours”. A core service focusing on this challenge can be identified thus:
Input;

output;

where/when

what

driver/event

booking

based

=TPA ID, time/date

request

Stakeholder:

where/when

what

who/when

yes or no

yes = TPA ID, time/date

driver/event based

no =alternative, no

Following the above process we arrive at ITP core services presented in the next section.
Proposed Intelligent Truck Parking Core Services
For Each proposed ITP core service we present: a motivating challenge and a description of
the operational characteristics, minimum inputs and outputs (what, when, where) i.e. an
abstract service description, available specific pre-conditions for implementation and
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Information Entities (IEs) used or generated. The concrete component (functions perform
processes) of the service are shown in a tree-like structure for each ITP core service
(Appendix). It should be pointed out that in addition to the essential inputs presented, other
inputs could be used depending on computational approach of the service and quality
differentiation so as to offer different service levels.
1. Truck parking facility utilization (parking facility occupancy rate)-TPU
The main challenge behind this ITP core service is to enable TPA operators to monitor the
utilization of parking and hence decide e.g. when to deploy more or less resources. An
additional challenge is to share information about occupancy with drivers that may need to
use the TPA. Therefore, the aim of the TPU service is to improve the use of truck parking
facilities by communicating information about the status of such a facility i.e. the occupancy.
Information can also be about; the number of parking places [10], toilets, restaurants, truck
wash, electricity, snow/ice removal equipments, bar, laundry, spare parts shop etc. If
connected to service hour regulation (EC Regulation 561/2006 on HGV transport) in an area
the service could provide suggestions e.g. suggest available parking places when driver’s
hours of service are about to run out. Specific information about the parking status include:
capacity and occupancy statues, duration of occupancy statues, expected duration of
occupancy statues in the next days, weeks, months etc. (forecasts), and binging regulations in
current location. All data concerning parking occupancy and current vehicle location (in case
of suggesting a TPA) is collected and processed to deliver information to users. Specific
preconditions identified are:
 There exist an accessible digital database with EU and national transport regulations
 TPU provides parking lot specific information for a given parking ID (from user).
Basic input/output
INPUTS
OUTPUTS
What { IE36, IE43, IE45, IE46}
What ∈ {IE12 }
When { Event: change of parking space When {Anytime, Upon request, Event:
statues, user request}

change of parking space statues}

Where ∈ {back office @parking operator}

Where ∈ {vehicle, roadside, back office:
@hauler company, @parking operator}
There are several internal processes (see tree structure in Appendix) that generate the
suggested output where the following Information Entities (IEs) are involved (Table 1).
Table 1 indicating the IEs identified for the TPU service
IEs

Description

IE12

Booking request (parking)

IE13

Historical booking information

IE14

Special event information
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IE15

Geographic coordinates

IE16

Digital map that can match geographic coordinate onto a map

IE17

Start driving time

IE18

Unique driver ID

IE19

Unique vehicle ID

IE20

Current time

IE21

Access to address of a location

IE22

Access to parking information

IE23

Access to regulations information

IE24

Parking statues prognosis

IE25

Signal indicating the movement of HGV in/out of parking

IE36

Occupancy statues information of parking lot e.g. number of available places

IE38

Information about duration of parking

IE43

Occupancy statues estimation

IE44

Duration of statues calculated from parking system

IE45

Aggregation of statues

IE46

Expected duration of statues/prognosis

IE47

Parking address

IE48

EU, national and local driving time regulations

2. Goods and vehicle safety assurance information (at parking)-GVS
Due to fear of insecurity in some situations, drivers, good owners or vehicle owners are
worried about the statues of the vehicle and it content especially when parked in a less
secured TPA. The main aim of this TTS is to provide information notification (text and audio)
to drivers (and relevant authorities) that assures them of the safety of the HGV and goods i.e.
minimizing risks of damage, sabotage or theft to HGV and goods, within a Designated Area
of interest (DSA). One way to achieve this is by detecting physical intrusion (such as humans)
into a specific area containing the HGV and goods, then communicating the information to
the authorized agents for appropriate responsive measures e.g. using a geo-fencing system. In
addition detection of incidents such as fire or damage from other HGVs maneuvering to a
parking place can also be reported. The TTS will reduce the time to respond to unauthorized
intrusion by instantly communicating information about such intrusion. The main specific
precondition is that shipments or goods can be classified in categories with associated level of
sensitivity
INPUTS

OUTPUTS
What {IE40}
What ∈ {IE15, IE16, IE27}
When
{Event: movement detection, When
{Anytime, Upon request,
5
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significant weather change, user request}

Event: change of parking space statues}

Where ∈ {@ HGV and good’s location}

Where ∈ {back office, driver, back
office, parking security agent}
In addition to IE15 and IE16 described above, the following IEs in Table 5 are necessary for
the service to be realized.
Table 2 indicating the IEs identified for the GVS service
IEs

Description

IE1

Unique ID of the goods

IE26

Signal indicating movement of other objects with higher sensitivity compared
to those for vehicle detection

IE27

Radius of interest (distance)

IE28

Surveillance camera information with angle and range

IE30

Sensitivity grade of the goods e.g. dangerous goods

IE31

Parking agent approve access to parking security system

IE40

Assurance notification of goods and vehicle safety

IE49

Designated Surveillance Area (DSA)

IE50

Intrusion has occurred

IE51

Goods and HGV are at risk

IE52

Parking lot security system reports a potential risk

3. Parking location guidance (pre-and on-trip)-PLG
Knowledge about locating TPA may not be obvious especially in for drivers on new routes. In
some cases drivers may follow highway signs where as in others TPAs are difficult to locate.
Given a TPA ID from a user, the service will provide routing information leading to the TPA
minimizing search time and congestion [11]. Current vehicle position, traffic conditions and
map matching are the main capabilities needed by this service. The information provided to
the user should be specific about the choice of route, and any available second and third
alternatives. Primary users of the information are drivers of HGVs and gate operators.
Information is updated regularly (e.g. 5 seconds) as vehicle approach parking lot location.
There are no specific pre-conditions for this service beside an up to date database of parking
addresses.
INPUTS
OUTPUTS
What {IE41}
What ∈ {IE15, IE16, IE21}
When {All time}
When {All time}
Where ∈ {@road network, parking}
Where ∈ {in vehicle}
In addition to IE15, IE16, IE19 and IE21 previously seen above the following IEs are
necessary when looking closer to the processes required to provide the PLG service.
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Table 3 indicating the IEs identified for the PLG service
IEs

Description

IE29

Information about object/HGV/goods contacts

IE30

Sensitivity grade of the goods e.g. dangerous goods

IE31

Parking agent approval of access to parking security system

IE32

Access to weather information

IE34

Access to road traffic information access

IE41

Visualization of route to parking

IE53

Choice of parking

IE54

HGV location

IE55

Road weather conditions

IE56

Potential road to parking

IE57

Road traffic conditions

IE60

Traffic information in given route from traffic center

4. Parking reservation-PAR
It is not enough to know how to navigate to a TPA e.g. by following highway signs, or relying
on pre-knowledge. In addition, it is important to be able to guarantee the availability of
parking prior to arrival. The focus of this TTS is to enable the possibility to reserve a parking
place in a given TPA and pay for the reservation ahead of arrival. Prior to making any such
reservations, users shall need to have information about parking places and their statues
including prices and associated facilities. This information can reach users if they actively
request for it or through TPU (occupancy statues) suggested above. In making a request users
shall need to provide sufficient information about their preferences. Since the reservation is
made ahead of arrival, this TTS has some reliance on the accuracy of Estimated Time of
Arrival to the parking lot. Also, a mechanism to ensure that a reserved parking location is
available during the time for which a reservation was made, and that such a reservation is paid
for are both important pre-requisite. The flexibility of such a reservation may vary with cost
[12]. Other pre-conditions are necessary:
 Estimated Time of Arrival can be obtained from external sources e.g. form other TTS.
 Users provide their preferences e.g. desired facilities, HGV, restrictions etc.
 There is a payment negotiation mechanism to be executed before or after the parking.
 There is information about parking duration and driving time limit e.g. from TPU.
Basic input/output:
INPUTS
OUTPUTS
What {IE42}
What ∈ {IE8, IE21}
When {reuest}
When {request}
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Where ∈ {@HGV, back office, parking Where ∈ {@HGV, back office, parking system}
system}
NB: a copy of output is distributed to all parties
Identified Information Entities: In addition to IE1, IE15, IE16, IE21, IE22, IE23, IE36 and
IE47 above, we have
Table 4 indicating the IEs identified for the PAR service
IEs

Description

IE8

Estimated time of arrival (ETA) to the relevant stops of the vehicles departing
from a terminal

IE33

Access to information about available facilities and time windows

IE35

Unique parking space ID

IE37

Access to parking space addresses in parking lot system

IE39

Arrival time

IE42

Access granted (or not) to a specific parking space

IE58

Requested facilities

IE59

Requested arrival time and duration or current HGV location

IE61

Suggested parking ID and facilities

Conclusion and future work
The aim of this article was to suggest Transport Telematic Services (TTSs) to support the
realization of Intelligent Truck Parking (ITP) concept. To achieve this aim, the article
proposes a concept for ITP that focuses on the identification of relevant information about
parking and associated facilities, and parking demand from road users and professional HGV
drivers or representatives. Based on such information, ITP (processes and) channels
information (e.g. provided on road signs today with the help of electronic displays etc) to
stakeholders such as drivers, transport companies etc via communication networks to mobile
devices such as smart phones, desktops and on board units. To realize this concept the paper
uses a simple reasoning approach to identify ITP core services, “what” type of information is
needed/provided by such services “where/when” such information is needed/provided and for
what type of stakeholders. Further, to facilitate implementation design analysis, functions are
identified for computing attributes (B levels) to outputs (A levels) based on inputs information
entities shown by tree-like structures (Appendix). Such service decomposition may enable
analysis e.g. of the service design to eliminate redundant inputs and functions. ITP core
services proposed includes Truck parking facility utilization (TPU), Goods and vehicle safety
assurance information (GVS), Parking Location Guidance (PLG) and Parking reservation
(PAR). In the future, different types of analysis for ITP core services will be carried out based
on the tree-like structures presented here e.g. an analysis that identify potential synergies and
sources of information, mapping of service functions to architectural choices etc.
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Appendix
Tree structures are constructed from the following tables:
Table 5 generating tree-like structure for PLG
Instance type and function
𝐴1𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸41
Suggest route to parking space

Table 6 generating tree-like structure for GVS

Input, condition and trigger
I24=< IE15,IE16, IE21: all time,
@HGV>
T4: Satellite signal detection
C3: Active (T4, HGV movement)
I25=< IE15,IE16, IE19: all time,
@HGV>

Description
Use HGV position
destination

I26=< IE32: all time, @HGV, back
office>

Inform about weather conditions

I27=< IE15, IE16, IE60: all time,
@HGV, back office>
I28=<O14 to O17,: all time, @HGV >

Inform about traffic conditions

and

compare

with

Output
O13:=<IE41:
anytime,
event:
@HGV>

Inform about current HGV position and ID

Instance
type
and
function
𝐴1𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸27→𝐼𝐸40
Assurance notification of
goods and vehicle safety
i.e. stable conditions as
expected

Input, condition and trigger

Description

Output

I15=< IE15, IE16, IE27: all time,
@in vehicle>

Availability of position signals in a specified radius of
interest around HGV

I16=< IE26, IE28: movement in
DSA: @DSA containing HGV>
I17=< IE1, IE29 to IE31: event,:
@HGV and goods>
I18=< O9 to O12: event,: @HGV
and goods>

Use video cameras to detect objects in DSA

O8:=<IE40:
anytime,
request,
event:
@back
office,
driver,
parking
security
agent>

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸27→𝐼𝐸49
𝐵11
DSA calculation function
(from HGV location and
given radius)
𝐼𝐸26,𝐼𝐸28→𝐼𝐸49
𝐵12
video processing function
for object in DSA

I19=< IE15, IE16: all time,
@HGV and goods >

Use geometric algorithm to set and maintain 𝐷𝑆𝐴 = 𝜋𝑅 2
for a given radius R

I20=< IE26, IE28: movement in
DSA: @DSA and HGV>

Process object image, speed and size, detected in DSA
and classify potential impact on HGV and goods

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16→𝐼𝐸50
𝐵13
Object in DSA detection
function

I21=< IE15, IE16: event: @in
vehicle>
T3: movement of an object

𝐼𝐸1,𝐼𝐸30→𝐼𝐸51
𝐵14
Goods and HGV change
detection function

I22=< IE1, IE30: intrusion,
event: @HGV and goods>
C1: if movement then check
statues else idle

Detect position of object, compare object and HGV
≤ 0.5𝑐𝑚, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑆𝐴
, 𝑥 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑆𝐴
𝐼𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑑 𝑥, 𝑦
> 0.5𝑐𝑚
𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝐷𝑆𝐴
Backtrack and verify statues of goods ID (GID) and
vehicle ID (VID), compare good statues with statues1
that existed when a geofence was set.
≠ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑒𝑠1, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
𝐼𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝐺𝐼𝐷, 𝑉𝐼𝐷
= 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑒𝑠1
𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑒

𝐼𝐸31→𝐼𝐸52
𝐵15
Parking
security
connection function

I23=< IE31: event: @back
office and HGV >
C2: Approximate (location:
HGV, parking)

𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂 →𝑂8

𝑂

𝑡𝑜 𝑂

→𝑂

17
13
𝐵1 14
optimal route
computation
and
display
function (aggregator)

𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸53
𝐵11
parking address
location search function

𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸15→𝐼𝐸53
𝐵12
, parking address
computation function

I29=< IE16, IE21: event, @HGV,
back office>
C4: if true: availability(address,
and/or location)
I30=< IE15, IE16: all time, @in
vehicle>

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸19,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸54
𝐵13
vehicle
position computation function

I31=< IE15, IE19, IE21: event:
@HGV>

𝐼𝐸32→𝐼𝐸55
𝐵14
weather information
retrieval function (all links
between HGV location and
parking location)
𝐼𝐸54,𝐼𝐸55,𝐼𝐸56,𝐼𝐸34→𝐼𝐸57
𝐵15
road
traffic
information retrieval
function (all links between
HGV location and parking
location)

I32=< IE32: all time: @HGV, back
office, parking>
I33=< IE36, IE34, IE55, IE56: all
time: @back office , road side,
HGV>
C5: if true: non-empty(O16 and O17)

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐹 = 𝑗 ∈𝑃 𝑖∈𝑇 𝑑 𝑄𝑖 , 𝐸𝑗 𝛿𝑖𝑗 , where 𝛿𝑖𝑗 is 1
if Qi was matched by link Ej, zero otherwise,
Ej, j in P constitute path P and Qi is the
matching sequence constructing the optimal
route
Then use data base query techniques e.g. SQL
to obtain address.
𝑑𝑒 𝑖, 𝑖 ′ 𝑖𝑓 𝑖 ′ ∈ [𝑥𝑦]
𝑚𝑖𝑛
{𝑑𝑒 𝑖, 𝑥 , 𝑑𝑒 𝑖, 𝑦 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
d is a map matching function, de is a
Euclidean distance, xy is a specification of the
parking coordinate and 𝑖 the given coordinate
projected on xy by 𝑖 ′ .
Same as function 𝑑 𝑖, 𝑥𝑦 with xy becoming
current coordinates of HGV and 𝑖, 𝑖 ′ the
closest Euclidean distance to xy in a digital
map database
retrieveWeatherFeeds(network: www, mobile,
DSRC) form a weather center

12
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aggregator

𝐼𝐸53
𝐴11
O14:=<IE53:
event:
@HGV>

𝑑 𝑖, 𝑥𝑦 =

retrieveTrafficFeeds(network: www, mobile,
DSRC) form a traffic control center

𝐼𝐸54
𝐴12
:
O15:=<IE54:
all
time:
@HGV>
𝐼𝐸55
𝐴13
:
O16:=<IE55:
all
time:
@HGV>
𝐼𝐸57
𝐴14 :
O17:=<IE57:
all
time:
@back office,
HGV>

function

Estimate impact on HGV and/or goods given object in
DSA
Combines all input to generate desired output

Then send a request to security network if available

𝐼𝐸49
𝐴11
O9:=<IE49:
request,
event:
@HGV>

𝐼𝐸43
𝐴12
:
O10:=<IE50:
event:
@HGV >
𝐼𝐸44
𝐴13
:
O11:=<IE51:
anytime,
request,
event:
@back
office>
𝐼𝐸52
𝐴14
O12:=<IE52:
event: back
@office and
HGV>

PROPOSED CORE SERVICES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF INTELLIGENT TRUCK PARKING

Table 7 generating tree-like structure for TPU
Instance type and function
𝐴1𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸36,𝐼𝐸23
Parking lot occupancy statues and
driving regulations related to HGV
parking

𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂 →𝑂

𝐵1 2 7 1
function to generate and disseminate
output
𝐼𝐸25→𝐼𝐸43
𝐵11
parking space
assignment function

occupancy

𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸43
𝐵12
Parking space allocation
function (from booking database)

𝐼𝐸22→𝐼𝐸44
𝐵13
, (parking request
duration estimation function

based)

𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸45
𝐵14
Calculate total number of
free/busy parking spaces in a time
interval
𝐼𝐸13,𝐼𝐸14,𝐼𝐸24,𝐼𝐸38→𝐼𝐸46
𝐵15

calculate
prognosis of parking spaces
historical data
𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16→𝐼𝐸47
𝐵16
Calculate parking position

from

𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸47
𝐵17
parking position search function
𝐼𝐸23,𝐼𝐸22→𝐼𝐸48
𝐵18
regulations search and
update function

𝐼𝐸15→𝐼𝐸48
𝐵19
current
estimation function

HGV

position

𝐼𝐸17−𝐼𝐸20→𝐼𝐸48
𝐵110
driving time calculation
function

Table 8 generating tree-like structure for PAR

Input, condition and
trigger
I1=< IE12, IE13,
IE14: user request,
@back
office,
operator>
I2=< IE14, IE15:
change
of
HGV
location:
@HGV
current location>
I3=< IE17 to IE23:
any
time,
upon
request:
@HGV
current location>
I4=< IE24, IE25,
IE38: any time, upon
request:
@HGV
current location>
T1: vehicle detection
in/out of parking
I5=< O2 to O7: user
request,
@back
office, operator>

Description

Output

When request concerns forecasts

O1:=<IE23,
IE36:
anytime,
request,
event:
@HGV,
roadside, back office>

I6=< IE43 to IE48:
movement, @parking
lot, event>
T2:vehicle movement
I7=< IE12: statues,
event:
@back
office>
T3:booking
confirmed
C1: if 𝛾𝑖 = 0
I8=< IE22: statues,
event: @back office>

assign parking space state (value assign)
1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑦
𝛾𝑖 =
0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑖𝑑𝑙𝑒

I7=< IE12: statues,
event:
@back
office>

Calculate 𝑖∈𝑃𝑗 𝛽𝑖 , Pj set of parkings in
parking lot j and
1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝛽𝑖 =
0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑢𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑
Calculate expected duration of statues e.g.
based on request or events happening etc

I9=< IE13, IE14,
IE24, IE38: statues,
event: @back office>
I10=< IE15, IE16:
request:
@back
office>
I11=< IE21: request:
@back office>
I12=< IE22, IE23:
event,
updates:
@back office or in
vehicle>
I13=< IE15: event,
HGV position: @ in
vehicle>
I14=< IE17- IE20:
event, HGV position,
time: @ in vehicle>

Instance type and function
𝐴1𝐼𝐸8,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸42
Access granted (or not) to a
specific parking space

When determining applicable regulations for
given location
When calculating the driving time

when calculating occupancy level or forecast

A return protocol according to request
received:
𝑠𝑚𝑠,
𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟
𝐼𝑓 𝐼𝑃 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑,
𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑤𝑤𝑤.

𝑂
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𝐼𝐸43
𝐴11
:
O2:=<IE43:
anytime,
request,
event: @back office>

Then assign value to requested parking i
1, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝐼𝐷
𝛽𝑖 =
0, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗 𝑢𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑

Calculate duration of statues
𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐸𝑑𝑡 − 𝐶𝑡 , Edt expected departure
time and Ct current time

Approximate closest parking from a digital
map database
1, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑑 𝑖, 𝑥 , 𝑖 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝛽𝑖 =
, 𝑥 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
0,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Retrieve parking address if database is
accessible
Retrieve EU and local driving regulations e.g.
time/day, for given location according to
current location

𝑡𝑜 𝑂23 →𝑂18

function aggregator

𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸36,𝐼𝐸37→𝐼𝐸43
𝐵11
Occupancy
statues request function

𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸22,𝐼𝐸23→𝐼𝐸47
𝐵12
parking
address location search function
𝐼𝐸44
𝐴12
:
O3:=<IE44: anytime,
request, event: @back
office>
𝐼𝐸45
𝐴13
O4:=<IE45: anytime,
request, event: @back
office>
𝐼𝐸46
𝐴14

O5:=<IE46:
anytime,
request,
event: @back office>
𝐼𝐸47
𝐴15
O6:=<IE47: request:
@back office>

𝐼𝐸48
𝐴16

O7:=<IE48: request:
@back office, HGV>

Input, condition and trigger
I34=< IE1, IE21, IE33, IE35, IE36,
IE37: request, @HGV, back
office>
C6: if true: ID(parking space,
facilities)
I35=< IE15,IE16, IE22, IE23:
request, @HGV, back office>
C7: if true: address(parking)
I36=< IE1, IE33, IE42: request,
@HGV, back office>
I37=< IE21, IE35, IE37: request,
@HGV, back office>
C8: if true: ID(Request, Available)
I38=< IE8, IE15, IE16, IE21, IE35,
IE37, IE39: request, @HGV, back
office>
I39=< O19 to O23: event,: @HGV
and goods>
I35=< IE21, IE35, IE36, IE37:
request, @HGV >
T5: pressure detection on space
(could also be magnetic, video or
laser based detection)

𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37→𝐼𝐸61
𝐵15
matching function
for alternative parking space in
same parking lot
𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸61
𝐵16
matching function for
alternative parking space in
different parking lot
𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37,𝐼𝐸38→𝐼𝐸59
𝐵17
function to compute arrival time
given current location

I35=< IE16, IE21, IE22, IE23: event,
@HGV, back office>
C4: if true: availability(address,
and/or location)
I36=< IE15, IE16, IE19: event:
@HGV>
C8:
if
true:
match(timeWindow(request) and
timeWindow(available))
I37=< IE42: request: @ back
office, parking, HGV>
C9: If C8(true)
I38=< IE35, IE37: request: @back
office , parking, HGV>
C10: if false (C8)
I39=< IE21: request: @back office
, parking, HGV>
C11: if false (C10)
I39=< IE15, IE16, IE21, IE35, IE37,
IE38: request: @back office ,
parking, HGV>

𝐼𝐸8,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37,𝐼𝐸39→𝐼𝐸59
𝐵18
, function
to compute arrival time from
request

I39=< IE8, IE35, IE37, IE39:
request: @back office , parking,
HGV>

𝐼𝐸1,𝐼𝐸33→𝐼𝐸58
𝐵13
function
to
compare requested and available
space ID, and facility ID

𝐼𝐸42→𝐼𝐸61
𝐵14
matching function to
suggest parking space

11

Description
Then request occupancy statues and
facilities (means address is also known)

Output
O18:=<IE42:
request: @HGV,
back office and
parking system>

Then search for approximate parking and
available facilitates if only address is
known, request statues.
Results
from
comparing
requestedID(parking space, facilities) with
availableID(parking space, facilities)
Then allocate space else search
geographic neighborhood and suggest
new ID
Allocate reservationTime(parking ID,
HGV ID, time and date)
Combines all input to generate desired
output
Statues state function for requested
parking space i, in parking lot j takes
value [0,1] where 1 means busy and 0
means idle (value read)
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝐶6 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇5 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗
𝛾𝑖 =
0,
𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗
Use data base query techniques e.g. SQL
to obtain address ID from database

Value assigned 1 busy, 0 idle
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝐶5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇5 ) 𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗
𝛾𝑖 =
0,
𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑗

then suggest parking (requested)

𝐴𝐼𝐸43
11
O19:=<IE43:
request: @back
office>

𝐴𝐼𝐸47
12
O20:=<IE47:
event: @HGV>
𝐼𝐸58
𝐴13
: O21=<IE58:
request: @back
office>

𝐼𝐸61
𝐴13
:
O22:=<IE61:
request: @HGV>

then suggest parking (different same
parking lot)
then suggest parking (different parking
lot)
using HGV location, estimate arrival time
𝐸𝑇𝐴𝑖 𝑗 𝑘 = 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘 + 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘 where
𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑗𝑘 is
the historic travel time from j to k for trip
i and 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑘 is a probability function
adjusted in real time
from current
location x to parking D
Retrieve ETA e.g. from feed field with ETA
in the request.

𝐴𝐼𝐸59
14 :
O23:=<IE59:
request: @HGV>

PROPOSED CORE SERVICES FOR THE DEPLOYMENT OF INTELLIGENT TRUCK PARKING

Tree structures showing how Information Entities (EIs) are used by different functions in the main components the main components of ITP core services.
𝐴1𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸36,𝐼𝐸23

TPU

𝐴1𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸27→𝐼𝐸40

GVS

𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂7 →𝑂1
𝐵1 2

𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂12 →𝑂8

𝐼𝐸43
𝐴11
𝐼𝐸44
𝐴12

𝐼𝐸25→𝐼𝐸43
𝐵11
𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸43
𝐵12

𝐼𝐸22→𝐼𝐸44
𝐵13

IE22
IE21

𝐼𝐸49
𝐴11
𝐼𝐸13,𝐼𝐸14,𝐼𝐸24,𝐼𝐸38→𝐼𝐸46
𝐵15

𝐼𝐸12→𝐼𝐸45
𝐵14

IE12

𝐼𝐸47
𝐴15

𝐼𝐸46
𝐴14

𝐼𝐸45
𝐴13
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𝐼𝐸48
𝐴16

𝐼𝐸17−𝐼𝐸20→𝐼𝐸48
𝐼𝐸23,𝐼𝐸22→𝐼𝐸48
𝐼𝐸15→𝐼𝐸48 𝐵110
𝐵19
𝐵18
𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸47
𝐵17

IE13

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16→𝐼𝐸47
IE38 𝐵16

IE12

IE14

IE17

IE18

IE19

IE23
IE16

𝐼𝐸31→𝐼𝐸52
𝐵15
𝐼𝐸1,𝐼𝐸30→𝐼𝐸51
𝐵14

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16→𝐼𝐸50
𝐵13
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IE22

IE24

𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸27→𝐼𝐸49
𝐵11
𝐵𝐼𝐸26,𝐼𝐸28→𝐼𝐸49

IE15

𝐼𝐸52
𝐴14

𝐼𝐸51
𝐴13

𝐼𝐸50
𝐴12

IE20

IE15 IE16 IE27

IE15

IE21

IE26

IE28 IE15

IE16

IE31

IE30

IE1

𝐴1𝐼𝐸8,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸42
𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂23 →𝑂18

𝐵1 19

PAR
𝐼𝐸43
𝐴11

𝐵11𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸36,𝐼𝐸37→𝐼𝐸43
𝐴1𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸41

PLG

𝐼𝐸47
𝐴12

𝐼𝐸58
𝐴13

𝐵12𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸22,𝐼𝐸23→𝐼𝐸47

𝑂 𝑡𝑜 𝑂 →𝑂
𝐵1 14 17 13

𝐼𝐸53
𝐴11

𝐼𝐸54
𝐴12

𝐼𝐸57
𝐴14

IE16 IE21 IE22 IE23

𝐼𝐸34,𝐼𝐸54,𝐼𝐸55,𝐼𝐸56→𝐼𝐸57
𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸19,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸54 𝐵
15
𝐵13

𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸53
𝐵11
𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸15→𝐼𝐸53
𝐵12

IE21 IE35 IE36 IE37

𝐼𝐸55
𝐴13

𝐼𝐸61
𝐴14

𝐼𝐸59
𝐴15

𝐵13𝐼𝐸1,𝐼𝐸33→𝐼𝐸58
𝐼𝐸21→𝐼𝐸61
𝐵16

IE1

IE33

IE21

𝐼𝐸42→𝐼𝐸61
𝐵14

𝐵15𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37→𝐼𝐸61

𝐵18𝐼𝐸8,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37,𝐼𝐸39→𝐼𝐸59

IE42
IE35

IE37

𝐼𝐸32→𝐼𝐸55
𝐵14

IE8 IE35 IE37
IE16

IE21 IE16

IE15 IE29 IE60

IE15

IE19

IE21
IE34 IE54 IE55

IE56

𝐵17𝐼𝐸15,𝐼𝐸16,𝐼𝐸21,𝐼𝐸35,𝐼𝐸37,𝐼𝐸38→𝐼𝐸59

IE32

12

IE39

IE15

IE16 IE21

IE35 IE38

IE37

